We consider the role of nonlinear inhibition in physiologically realistic multineuronal models of V1 to predict the dipper functions from contrast discrimination experiments with sinusoidal gratings of different geometries. The dip in dipper functions has been attributed to an expansive transducer function, which itself is attributed to two nonlinear inhibitory mechanisms: contrast normalization and surround suppression. We ran five contrast discrimination experiments, with targets and masks of different sizes and configurations: small Gabor target/small mask, small target/ large mask, large target/large mask, small target/in-phase annular mask, and small target/out-of-phase annular mask. Our V1 modeling shows that the results for small Gabor target/small mask, small target/large mask, large target/ large mask configurations are easily explained only if the model includes surround suppression. This is compatible with the finding that an in-phase annular mask generates only little threshold elevation while the out-of-phase mask was more effective. Surrounding mask gratings cannot be equated with surround suppression at the receptive-field level. We examine whether normalization and surround suppression occur simultaneously (parallel model) or sequentially (a better reflection of neurophysiology). The Akaike Criterion Difference showed that the sequential model was better than the parallel, but the difference was small. The large target/large mask dipper experiment was not well fit by our models, and we suggest that this may reflect selective attention for its uniquely larger test stimulus. The best-fit model replicates some behaviors of single V1 neurons, such as the decrease in receptive-field size with increasing contrast.
Introduction
One approach to building a computational model of how human observers can detect or discriminate between natural or laboratory stimuli requires a good understanding of the physiological mechanisms that underlie visual processing (e.g., Rohaly, Ahumada, & Watson, 1997; Watson & Solomon, 1997) . Contrast discrimination has been extensively studied since the early masking experiments by Campbell and Kulikowski (1966) and the detailed evaluation of dipper functions by Legge and Foley (1980) , and it has been widely used to test computational models (Foley, 1994; Watson & Solomon, 1997) . While a straightforward model, such as Weber's law, may describe various types of sensory discrimination, it cannot explain the nonlinear dip that is consistently present in the results of contrast discrimination experiments. The source of the dip has been attributed to a sigmoidal transducer function caused by contrast normalization (a.k.a., contrast gain control) in the underlying physiological processing (Carandini, Heeger, & Movshon, 1997; Heeger, 1992) , and its inclusion has been shown to improve models of psychophysical performance (Foley, 1994; Rohaly et al., 1997; Watson & Solomon, 1997) . Now, although contrast normalization improves the fit of models of contrast discrimination, it only does so to a limited degree. The shape of the dipper function is not invariant and it changes depending on the geometrical configuration of the stimuli presented (Legge & Foley, 1980; Meese, 2004) . This suggests that contrast normalization may not be the only nonlinear factor causing the dip. Meese (2004) ran a series of contrast discrimination experiments comparing sinusoidal patches of different sizes (small test vs. large mask [SL] , small vs. small [SS] , large vs. large [LL] ) and concluded that the differently shaped dippers could be explained by the existence of surround suppression, a phenomenon long known in neurophysiology (Blake-more & Tobin, 1972) . V1 neurons have a ''classical'' receptive field where simple light stimuli of appropriate orientation cause changes in activity, surrounded by a region or regions where stimuli suppress the activity generated by the stimuli falling in the classical field (see Figure 1A ). In addition to these two areas, there is an ambiguous overlap zone (Cavanaugh, Bair, & Movshon, 2002; Sceniak, Ringach, Hawken, & Shapley, 1999) . Although Meese's (2004) model described his results well, it is a simple arithmetic model with simple scalars describing center contrast and surround contrast, and it therefore lacks the physiological features (e.g., receptive fields, orientation specificity, etc.) present in more complete and realistic V1 models, such as Watson and Solomon's (1997) . The latter computes how individual neurons with small receptive fields and different stimulus preferences respond at different points within a stimulus; this is particularly important when the contrast within a stimulus is not spatially uniform throughout (Meese's SS and SL conditions) so that a single number representing contrast may be misleading. The present article will investigate whether adding a surround suppression algorithm at the single neuron level to a V1 model is needed to explain Meese's (2004) psychophysical findings, which we replicate.
We need to distinguish the psychophysical design where a surrounding grating might mask a central test patch (Meese, 2004; Petrov, Carandini, & McKee, 2005) from the neuron-by-neuron situation where a single neuron's response is suppressed by stimuli immediately around its receptive field (Blakemore & Tobin, 1972) . In psychophysical contrast discrimination experiments, a central patch of test grating might be surrounded by an annular pattern of masking grating. It is tempting to equate the central and surround gratings to the classical center and surround of individual V1 neurons. However, the central grating patch is unlikely to be precisely the same size as one V1 receptive field ( Figure 1B and C). The central target patch and surround mask (e.g., Figure 1B ) project onto many individual receptive fields of various neurons (e.g., a-e in Figure 1C ), each of which is affected to a different degree by the central-test and surround-mask gratings. Neuron a does have its classical center in the scope of the central test grating and part of its surround in the scope of the surround gratings. But, for instance, neuron b (in the center of the test patch) will be unaffected by the presence or absence of the surround mask. Other neurons (c-e) have their fields disposed in quite different ways from a matching of center to center and surround to surround. Field c is worth noting. Its classical center straddles the border between test and mask gratings so that the mask might have two opposing effects: While the mask might cause nonlinear suppression through the field's surround, it might also Figure 1 . Panel (A) schematically presents the structure of a V1 receptive field. The central classical field (green) is a direct summation field that increases neuronal activity when appropriately stimulated, while the surrounding area (red) is a suppressive zone. Stimuli presented here do not affect neuronal firing when presented alone, but they do suppress the responses elicited by simultaneous activation of the classical center. The so-called ''surround'' probably overlaps with the classical center so that there is an ambiguous overlap zone, which may preclude exact measurement of the dimensions of the classical field. Panel (B) shows a central target patch and a surround mask, both of which are stimuli that are commonly used in psychophysical contrast discrimination experiments. Panel (C) demonstrates how the target and mask are projected onto various small neuronal receptive fields a, b, c, d, and e.
increase neural response by activating part of the neuron's classical center.
There is a suggestion that surround suppression is only present outside the fovea (Petrov et al., 2005; Xing & Heeger, 2000) ; foveal test patches seem not to be masked by surrounding annular masks. This seems to be at variance with Meese's (2004) clear suggestion that surround suppression is needed to explain his foveal results. No neurophysiological study has reported that surround suppression is found only in peripheral visual field. Using our own dipper experiments, we will develop our model of a large population of V1 neurons To, Gilchrist, & Tolhurst, 2015; To, Gilchrist, Troscianko, & Tolhurst, 2011) to ask whether the apparently conflicting views of Meese (2004) and of Petrov et al. (2005) could, in fact, be compatible. As Figure 1C shows, the many V1 neurons involved in the detection of a central test grating patch are likely to be affected in different, conflicting ways by the surrounding mask. Only a detailed V1 model of many neurons can determine the net result.
When implementing surround suppression in a more realistic V1 model, one needs to consider when this inhibition takes place in relation to normalization. Although our previous models Tolhurst et al., 2010) have assumed that normalization and surround inhibition occur simultaneously (at a single Naka-Rushton step, Equation 3 in Methods), there is strong physiological (DeAngelis, Freeman, & Ohzawa, 1994; DeAngelis, Robson, Ohzawa, & Freeman, 1992; Durand, Freeman, & Carandi, 2007; Henry et al., 2013; Li & Freeman, 2011; Li, Thompson, Duong, Peterson, & Freeman, 2006) and psychophysical evidence (Baker, Meese, & Summers, 2007; Petrov et al., 2005; Schallmo & Murray, 2013) to suggest that these two kinds of suppression are sequential processes. Some evidence suggests that normalization occurs at the level of the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN), whereas surround suppression occurs in V1 (Li et al., 2006) . The different effects of binocular interaction, the different susceptibility to adaptation, the difference in temporal tuning and explicit measures of onset latency all point to normalization occurring prior to surround suppression. In this article, therefore, we model the two processes as occurring as two sequential steps (Equations 4 and 5 in Methods). We will report both the (old) parallel and (new) sequential models to see which would provide better predictions for our psychophysical dipper data.
In addition to investigating surround suppression, we will also study the shape of the Gabor receptive fields that model V1 simple cells. In our past models, we have assumed that receptive fields are elongated by a factor of 1.5 along the long axis of the sinusoid carrier stripes, based on one neurophysiological study in cat visual cortex . Foley, Varadharajan, Koh, and Farias (2007) found that slightly elongated fields proved a better fit to their psychophysical results than did the usual Gabor model with a circularly symmetric Gaussian envelope, reporting elongation factors more like 1.2 than our 1.5. For this and other reasons given in the Results, we have decided to set receptive field aspect ratio as an extra free parameter in the present models.
Finally, we examine the behavior of single ''neurons'' within the full multineuronal model. Fitting any model to psychophysical data will result in the generation of values for several possibly obscure parameters whose individual effects are difficult to identify and discern. Examining single ''neuron'' behavior in our final model allows us to verify whether the final combination of those obscure parameter values does give rise to behavior similar to that of the real V1 neurons (e.g., Cavanaugh et al., 2002; Sceniak et al., 1999) on which the starting point of our modeling is based.
Methods

Experimental methods
All stimuli were presented on a SONY 19-in. color monitor driven by a VSG 2/4 graphics card (Cambridge Research Systems, Rochester, UK) to a resolution of 800 pixels wide by 600 pixels high. Observers sat in a dimly lit room at a distance of 114 cm from the screen, which was 18.508 (37 cm) wide by 148 (28 cm) high. Viewing was binocular and observers were free to move their eyes. The screen had a mean luminance of 44cd/ m À2 , sufficiently bright to be in the photopic range.
Stimuli
Several target and mask stimuli were used as test and masking stimuli in a series of five contrast discrimination experiments. Some examples of the stimulus elements are given in Figure 2 . Our stimuli were based on vertical sinusoidal gratings of 2.57 c/8 as targets and masks. There were 16 pixels for each cycle of the sinewave. The targets and masks were of different sizes and configurations and could be combined in the following ways: a. Small target and small mask (SS). All the ''S'' targets had a circularly symmetric Gaussian weight with standard deviation of 16 pixels (0.778) as in Figure 2A . b. Large target and Large mask (LL). See Figure 2B . c. Small target as in (a) in the center of a large mask (SL). See Figure 2C . The large grating subtended a square of 68 in the center of the display, but with its edges blended into the midgray of the surrounding display. d. Small target with an in-phase annular mask grating. The mask was a large square-shaped grating but with a Gaussian-weighted circular ''hole'' in the middle (see Figure 2D) ; this Gaussian had a standard deviation of 32 pixels, twice that of the small Gabor target ( Figure 2E ). This mask had the carrier sinusoid spatially in phase with the carrier of the small target. e. Small target with an out-of-phase annular mask again, but where the sinusoids were spatially 1808 out of phase ( Figure 2F ).
The Michelson contrast of a grating is defined
where L max and L min are the brightest and darkest pixels in a sinusoidal grating. In this paper, we refer to contrast as ''dB attenuation from the maximum contrast.''
The observers were asked to discriminate a mask stimulus from a composite stimulus of mask þ target-that is, they had to detect the target in the presence of a mask. In order to generate the mask þ target stimuli, the separate mask and target stimuli were presented on alternate frames of the display at a frame rate of 120 Hz, and since any frame rate over 60 Hz would generate perceptual fusion, observers perceived the mask and target simultaneously and superposed. Using alternate frames allowed us to precisely define the contrast of the low-contrast test stimulus even when it was present with a high-contrast mask; the contrasts of mask and test were set with separate lookup tables for each, giving each component of the stimulus the maximum gray-level resolution (256 levels). In the case where the mask was presented alone, it was presented alternately with a blank screen at mean luminance. As a result, the actual contrast of the mask and the contrast threshold were halved.
Observers
The observers were JW and MC. JW, a male student in his early 20s with normal vision, was naive to the purpose of the experiment. MC is one of the authors. The research was carried out in accordance with the Code of Ethics of the World Medical Association (Declaration of Helsinki), and we obtained informed consent from both observers.
Procedure
The protocol for the discrimination experiments is similar to that described in Chirimuuta and Tolhurst (2005) . The experiments used a modified two alternative forced-choice (2AFC) procedure. Unlike the traditional 2AFC, in our experiments, observers were presented with three temporal intervals (Tolhurst & Barfield, 1978) . The mask was presented in all three intervals (each lasting 100 ms). The target (along with the mask) was presented either in the first or third interval. The second interval only ever contained the mask (and this was known by the observers) to remind the observer of the appearance of the mask alone. This was not strictly necessary in the experiments reported here since it was clear that the target was present in the interval with higher overall or local grating contrast. We retained this protocol, however, so that we might be able to relate the present results to other experiments (especially involving natural image stimuli) where the observer can clearly tell that the two stimulus intervals looked different but cannot reliably say which is ''correct'' (e.g., Lauritzen, Pelah, & Tolhurst, 1999; To, Chirimuuta, Turnham, & Tolhurst, 2012; Tolhurst et al., 2010) . There was no fixation point, and observers were free to look at any part of the stimulus. Observers were asked to enter via keyboard press whether they thought that the target was shown in the first or third interval.
Within any one experimental session, seven staircases were randomly interleaved, representing seven masking contrasts (at 10 dB intervals) for one of the five test/ mask combinations listed above. In another session, the observer would set thresholds for seven other masking contrasts (5 dB shifted from the first session) for the same test/mask condition. The observer always knew that the test and mask would have fixed geometry during a session. The staircases adjusted the contrasts of the targets to bring them near to the discrimination thresholds (75% correct in 2AFC). After 100 trials of each of the seven staircases, the threshold for each stimulus was determined by maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) fitting of a cumulative normal fitted to the overall psychometric function given by the number of correct responses versus the number of presentations of each stimulus contrast. Each observer did each experiment twice, and we have finally averaged the four resulting thresholds together for each condition for the model fitting. Typically, estimated standard errors of the threshold estimates were 0.5-1.5 dB.
The visual difference predictor multineuronal model
Our model is similar to the one described in detail by and Tolhurst et al. (2010) , where the psychophysical and neurophysiological justification is given for the various steps. It follows the idea of Watson and Solomon (1997) . The visual difference predictor (VDP) calculates how each of many V1 neurons responds to two different stimuli; it then computes, for each neuron, the difference in response to the two stimuli, and pools those many differences by Minkowski summation to give a single number, which is a postulated to be a measure of how different those stimuli would seem to an observer (see Discussion).
Linear stage and contrast
The first stage is to convolve the luminance profile of each monochrome stimulus with 60 Gabor-function receptive fields (''simple cells'') with about one octave spatial-frequency bandwidth. The stimulus and each field are represented as 256 3 256 pixels. At each of six orientations (vertical and subsequent 308 steps), there are five spatial frequencies (0.67, 1.33, 2.67, 5.33, 10.66 c/8), each with even-and odd-symmetric fields. These orientations and frequencies are centered on the prime orientation and frequency of all the stimuli in this study. In reality, because all our stimuli are based on vertical sinusoids of 2.67 c/8, detection will be determined by the few channels close to this orientation and spatial frequency. In our previous model, the Gabor receptive fields were elongated by a factor of 1.5 along the long axis of the sinusoid carrier stripes based on the findings in electrophysiological study conducted by ; an example field is shown in Figure  3A . However, in the present study, we allowed the aspect ratio of the fields to be an extra free parameter in the fits, searching for the best ratio to describe our results. This changes the sharpness of the orientation tuning of the filters without much affecting their spatial frequency tuning (about one octave full width at half height). The linear response of each neuron is divided by the local luminance to give a contrast response. This is then weighted by a typical observer's sensitivity to sinewave gratings of that neuron's optimal orientation and frequency. In the first versions of the model, we assumed that the observers fixated on the center of the stimulus and so the responses were also weighted by retinal eccentricity; from the center of the stimulus, sensitivity falls off by a factor 10 for every 40 cycles of the neuron's optimal spatial frequency (Robson & Graham, 1981) . However, we removed this operation in the final model version when we recognized that in the case of experiment with large targets, observers' attention (and gaze) may have spread over a larger area and that eccentricity weightings might be inappropriate. This is further discussed in the Results and Discussion sections.
Nonspecific suppression, or contrast normalization
At each location (x, y) in the stimulus, we calculate a nonspecific suppressing signal (Heeger, 1992) by sumJournal of Vision (2017) 17(12):23, 1-17
To, Chirimuuta, & Tolhurstming the quasilinear contrast responses of the 60 fields exactly centered at that point (across frequency f, orientation o, and symmetry s), each raised to a power q:
This one nonspecific signal will suppress the responses of all 60 fields at the location equally.
Orientation-specific surround suppression
We model surround suppression as if it is strictly specific for orientation (Blakemore & Tobin, 1972; Petrov et al., 2005) and spatial frequency although, in the present modeling of relatively narrow-band stimuli centered on just one sinusoid, the different tuning of contrast normalization and surround suppression is barely important. For a receptive field centered at a given (x, y) location, the surround strength is modeled as a radially symmetric annulus centered on that point (see an example in Figure 3B ):
where d is distance from the center of the field, and rad f is the radius of the annulus, which is set to be directly proportional to the period of the center spatial frequency of the receptive field. The function was then normalized to have unit volume (i.e., the volume under the three-dimensional curve was one). For each of the 30 orientation-frequency bands, we first take the root mean square (RMS) of the odd-and even-symmetric field responses (see below for two versions of the model) at each point across the whole stimulus. Then, these RMS values are raised to a power r, before being convolved with the annulus appropriate to that spatial frequency. This gives 30 different maps of surround suppression,
It is important to note the RMS of odd-and even-fields means that we model surround suppression as if it has the same strength whatever the phase of a surround suppressing sinusoid. Watson and Solomon (1997) had a single suppressive mechanism that was broadly tuned for stimulus orientation but which was not just confined to a single point in the field.
Sigmoidal transducer function
In our original model , the responses of each of the 3.9 million or so ''neurons'' in the model were raised to power p, and were finally subjected to the two nonlinear suppressive effects by division at the same time (parallel model), using a modified version of the Naka-Rushton equation. In the case of the parallel model, the final response of the field at location (x, y), frequency f, orientation o, and symmetry s is:
where sign extracts the sign (þ or À) of c x;y;f;o;s , W N and W S are weights, and the calculation of N x,y and S x,y,f,o involves raising response values to powers q and r respectively, as described above. The surround suppressive signal S is calculated from the same quasilinear contrast responses as the normalizing signal N. Equations of this form are intended to replicate the psychophysical sigmoidal transducer function (Legge & Foley, 1980) , which probably represents some pooling of the behavior of a population of neurons each with only a limited dynamic contrast range (Chirimuuta & Tolhurst, 2005; Clatworthy, Chirimuuta, Lauritzen, & Tolhurst, 2003; May & Solomon, 2015) . In the case of our new sequential model, the intermediate normalized response (response1) is calculated based on the normalizing signal only, and then 2) for a neuron like (A) with optimal spatial frequency 2.67 c/8; the radius (rad f ) of the annulus in this example is 1 period (i.e., 1/2.678) similar to the best-fitting versions of the models.
the surround suppressive signal is calculated from these normalized responses. There are two successive NakaRushton equations:
where W N is the weight of normalization, and the calculation of N x,y involves raising response values to the power q, as described above. Then, this normalized response is subjected to surround suppression using normalized surround responses, and the final response (response2 x,y,f,o,s ) for location (x, y), frequency f, orientation o, and symmetry s, is computed using:
where W S is the weight of surround suppression, and the calculation of S x,y,f,o from response1 involves raising response1 values to power r, as described above. The weight and power parameters are the same for all orientations and spatial frequencies. Note that the original parallel model has only one parameter p, whereas the new sequential model has two separate p parameters (p 1 and p 2 ).
Final pooling of all the difference cues
We finally have a model of the responses or outputs of all the neurons to a given stimulus (e.g., the mask alone). The process is repeated for the comparison image (e.g., mask þ test), and we subtract the model outputs for the two stimuli neuron-by-neuron through the five spatial frequencies, six orientations, and two symmetries. The many visibility cues across x, y, frequency, orientation, and symmetry are combined into a single value by Minkowski summation with power m (Watson & Solomon, 1997) . The n individual visibility cues are raised to the power m, summed and the mth root taken.
Finding the parameters of the best-fitting model
For any given version of the model and for any set or subset of the five dipper experiments, we sought the set of model parameters that gave the best fit between the model's prediction and the experimental measurement of the discrimination thresholds. The parallel model contained eight to nine parameters to fit (depending on version), whereas the sequential model encompasses nine to 10 parameters (Table 1 ). An iterative procedure (fminsearch in Matlab, The Mathworks, Natick, MA) sought to minimize the summed squared error between experimental threshold values in dB and the model predictions of each threshold. The final solutions were generally affected by the starting guesses and, ideally, we would have made very many iterative searches with many very different starting guesses. However, it was not feasible to do this systematically since, depending on the vintage of the computer, and the details of the particular fit, each iteration might take many minutes or some hours, and convergence after several hundred iterations might take weeks! The fits described here have been replicated with several different starting guesses, and for several slightly different versions of the model (which we do not list in detail).
Each iteration began with a calculation of a ''threshold criterion'' calculated from the model with the present set of parameters. The model calculated the difference between a simulated midgray blank screen and a small Gabor vertical grating with spatial frequency 2.67 c/8. The grating contrast was just at the average contrast detection threshold (with a mask of 0% contrast) that we had measured during the SS, SL, and annular mask dipper experiments. This criterion value is postulated to represent the magnitude of any Table 1 . The parameters of the least-squares best-fitting V1 models for the graphs shown in Figure 4 . Notes: The parameters are found in the equations in the Methods. Contrast sensitivity function (CSF) weight is a parameter that adjusts the sensitivity of all the neurons so that the model dippers slide along the diagonal, in case the observer's CSF is not quite the same as the ''typical'' weights we have assigned. The number of threshold data points contributing to each fit, the residual sum-of-squares (SSQ) error and the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC; Equation 7) for each fit is also shown. These three fits were carried out with the omission of the eccentricity weighting step (see text). The fit for Figure 4C has one fewer parameter than Figure 4B because rad f was fixed at a value near zero.
stimulus difference that should just be at threshold whatever the two stimuli to be compared. The csfweight fitting parameter (Table 1 ) deals with the possibility that the experimental estimate of control threshold is too high or too low compared to the bulk of the other dipper measurements leading to a systematic shift of the model dippers compared to the experimental ones. This parameter should ideally be 1.0 and indeed for the most successful models, it was close to 1.0. Then, for each of the 14 masking contrasts, for each of the dippers to be fit, we sought what contrast of added test stimulus would make the VDP difference between mask and mask þ test equal to the threshold criterion value. We guessed the threshold, and depending upon whether the VDP output was now less or greater than the criterion, we raised or lowered test contrast. The ''staircase,'' coupled with linear interpolation between the sampled values, reached a tolerable solution within four or five attempts.
Akaike Information Criterion
To compare the performances of different versions of the models, we calculated the Akaike coefficient from the residual sum of squares, whilst taking into account the number of parameters. Although the actual Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) number for any one fit is not very informative, the delta AIC (DAIC) between two models weighs up a difference in residual sums of squares against any difference in the number of parameters, and can give some indication of the relative success of different models.
Where n is the number of data points to fit, k is one more than the number of model parameters and ssq is the residual sum of squares deviation between model and data.
Simulating single neuron electrophysiology experiments
Once we had found the best-fit model of all, we simulated how a single ''neuron'' in that model would have responded to the kinds of visual stimuli used in key single-neuron electrophysiology experiments (Cavanaugh et al., 2002; Sceniak et al., 1999) . These stimuli consisted of circular patches of grating at the best orientation and spatial frequency centered on the neuron's receptive field; the diameter of the patch and the contrast were varied systematically. The response of a single neuron was simulated by calculating how the whole VDP network of 3.9 million ''neurons'' would have responded to a given grating patch (vertical, 2.67 c/8, centered in the 256 3 256 pixel grid), and then we took the single response of the even-symmetric neuron tuned to vertical 2.67 c/8 gratings, whose field was centered in the center of the grid.
Results
Contrast masking with Gabor and grating stimuli
The circles in all three panels of Figure 4 show the results of three of our five grating contrast discrimination experiments, following the experimental design of Meese (2004) ; the curves are fits from different versions of our VDP model. The blue circles show the contrast discrimination dipper for Meese's LL condition-that is, a ''large'' test square of sinusoidal grating masked by an equally ''large'' square of the same kind of grating. The green circles show the dipper for the SS condition: a ''small'' Gabor patch of the grating ( Figure  2A ) masked by an equally ''small'' Gabor patch. Finally, the red circles are for the SL condition: a small, Gabor patch masked by the large square grating. The unmasked detection thresholds (circles nearest to the left hand y-axis) for the small Gabor patches are substantially higher than the unmasked threshold for the large grating, as would be expected from the hypothesis that a larger stimulus would excite more neurons and that probability summation would increase sensitivity (Robson & Graham, 1981) . Characteristically (Meese, 2004) , the SS data (green) show a more pronounced dip than the SL (red) and they cross to the right of the LL data (blue).
The curves in Figure 4 show best-fit V1 based models to the 42 data points. These models allowed receptive field aspect ratio to vary and they discarded the eccentricity-weighting step, for reasons that we shall discuss later. For both our old parallel ( Figure 4A , see Equation 3) and our new sequential model ( Figure 4B , see Equations 4 and 5), the different forms of the three dipper functions are generally in agreement with those reported by Meese (2004) . In particular, the rising limbs of the dippers at high masking contrasts converge and, contrary to any simple Weber's law interpretation, they are not straight, but have inflections at masking contrasts of about 20 dB mask attenuation. The models both describe the characteristic differences in the ''dips'' in the data for SS (red circles) and SL (green circles). Table 1 shows that the sequential model predictions ( Figure 3B ) gave slightly lower sum of the squared residuals (SSQ) than the parallel model (SSQ 1.43 dB 2 per datum compared to 1.49). However, the AIC suggests that this slightly better fit is outweighed by the Meese (2004) interpreted such results as showing that the channels detecting a small patch of grating were subject to suppression from channels responsive to any surrounding masking grating. He successfully fitted the three dippers with a model of the nonlinear transducer function (Legge & Foley, 1980 ) that included just a few scalar variables: the contrast of the central part of the test stimulus, the contrast of the central part of the masking stimulus, and the contrast of the surrounding part of the mask stimulus. Our models, considerably more elaborate, also include surround suppression as one feature that tries to emulate V1 neurophysiological findings. Figure 3C shows the same experimental measurements, but the curves represent a different model fit, one where we have omitted the explicit surround suppression that each neuron receives from the area surrounding its receptive field. The only nonlinear suppression is of nonspecific suppression (contrast normalization; Heeger, 1992) . It can be seen that this model gives a very poor fit to the experimental measurements. The SSQ rises to 6.08 dB 2 per datum, and this model entirely misses the differences in form between the various dippers. It may also be noted that the Minkowski summation exponent in this model (Table 1) is very high (see Discussion): the model has effectively been reduced to considering the responses of only a single-neuron (presumably the one in the very center of the stimuli). In the example shown, we effectively removed surround suppression by constraining the radius of the surround annulus to be close to zero. This reduced the number of parameters in the fit by only one. We got a very similar result by removing the surround suppression step altogether, leaving out Equation 5; this reduced the number of parameters by four. Overall, these results suggest that, contrary to Petrov et al.'s (2005) suggestions, surround Figure 4 . Contrast discrimination dipper data for SL (red circles), SS (green circles), and LL (blue circles) grating configurations, like Meese (2004) . The averages of the normalized data from the two observers are shown in the three panels. The contrast is expressed as dB attenuation, from the highest contrast available. Given that the mask and test were presented on alternate frames, this highest contrast is a Michelson contrast of 50%. The points shown at À64 dB masking contrast were actually measured without any masker present. (A) The curves are the best fit parallel version of the V1 model to the whole 42 data points, including a model of surround suppression (similar to the model of . Details of all the model fits and the parameter values are given in Table 1 suppression at the neuronal level is needed to model foveal dipper functions.
Masking by annular surround gratings
While Figure 4 has shown our results for stimulus configurations like Meese (2004) , we also examined the masking for Gabor (''S'') patches of the grating centered in annular masks ( Figure 2D ). The experimental results for the SS, SL, and LL experiments are shown again by the circles in Figure 5A , C, and E. The results for the Gabor patch in the annular masks are shown in Figure 5B , D, and F; the mask could be in spatial phase with the central test Gabor (orange circles) or it could be 1808 out of phase (black circles). The curves in Figure 5A and B show the fits of a single model applied to all five masking experiments at once; Figure 5C through F show the fits of two further models to the 70 data. The details of the fits are shown in Table 2 .
It is noteworthy that the in-phase annular mask (orange circles in Figure 5B , D, and F) evoked little threshold elevation except at the highest masking contrasts, superficially consistent with the suggestion that there is little or no surround suppression in foveal vision (Meese, Challinor, Summers, & Baker, 2009; Petrov et al., 2005) . Thus, the ''surround'' masking grating gave little masking of the ''central'' patch, even though our modeling suggests that surround suppression is a necessary element. However, the out-of-phase mask (black circles) did produce masking.
The curves in Figure 5A and B show a model that best fit all five masking experiments (70 data) at once. This was a version of the sequential model which fixed the receptive field aspect ratio at 1.5 (as in following our interpretation of some neurophysiological data . The model also included sensitivity weighting for eccentricity from our original study on natural images (see Methods). It is not a particularly good fit to the SS, SL, and LL data ( Figure 5A ) compared to Figure 4A and B largely because the model now has to accommodate the two annular masking experiments as well; the details of the fit are given in Table 2 . The same model is also only a modest fit to the annular mask data ( Figure 5B ). Overall, this sequential model (AIC ¼ 95.40) despite its extra parameter is now marginally better than an equivalent parallel model (not illustrated, AIC ¼ 98.24).
The model, although only a modest fit to the annular mask data, does at least mimic the phase dependence of the annular masking. This is particularly interesting: The annular masks are supposed to show the effects of surround suppression and yet our model explicitly makes surround suppression phase-independent (see Methods). Perhaps, the phase dependence of the masking arises because the annuli not only cause surround suppression but also contribute to linear spatial summation in those many neurons whose classical receptive fields span the border between Gabor test and masking annulus (see e.g., Figure 1C ). We therefore modified the model to allow the length (the aspect ratio) of the neurons' classical field to vary in order to obtain a better fit. Changing the length should change the number of neurons whose fields span the test/mask border and, perhaps, change the balance between nonlinear phase-independent surround suppression and linear phase-dependent summation. Figure 5C and D shows the fits of a sequential VDP model where aspect ratio is an extra free parameter. The best fit was obtained with an aspect ratio of 1.2 (cf. Foley et al., 2007) compared to the fixed value of 1.5 with which we started. The new fit (AIC ¼ 89.47) is a good improvement (fixed aspect AIC ¼ 95.4) and, as hoped, the fit to the annular mask data looks much improved. For comparison, an equivalent parallel model with free aspect ratio (not illustrated) also improved and now gave a slightly better fit than the sequential (AIC ¼ 85.88 compared to 89.47).
Inspection of Figure 5A and C suggests that the weakest part of the fitting is for the LL data (blue circles). The fitted line systematically misses much of the ''dip.'' Of the five experiments, the LL is unique in that the test pattern is a full size grating rather than a smaller Gabor. In the Discussion, we consider whether this difference in geometry might somehow change the task or the observer's approach. Within our modeling, Parameter Figure 5A ,B Figure 5C ,D Figure 5E ,F Table 2 . The parameters of the least-squares best-fitting V1 models for the graphs shown in Figure 5 . Notes: The number of threshold data points contributing to each fit, the residual sumof-squares (SSQ) error and the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC; Equation 7) for each fit is also shown. The fit for Figure 5A and B has one fewer parameter because aspect ratio was fixed at 1.5. (2017) one feature that might affect the L test stimulus more than all the S Gabors is the eccentricity weighting that might reduce the contribution of neurons serving the fringes of the L stimulus and that play no role in detecting the S Gabors. As a final development of our sequential VDP model, we eliminated the eccentricity weighting of sensitivity. Figure 5E and F show that the fit to the LL (blue circles) is much improved; aspect ratio is also free to change and so the annular masks ( Figure 5F ) are also well fit. Overall, AIC has fallen considerably to 65.67. An equivalent parallel model (not illustrated) also improved but not to the same extent (AIC ¼ 79.0).
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Simulating single neurons in the model
The best-fit model of all ( Figure 5E and F) has 10 parameters that had been optimized. It is difficult to see how the modeling would be affected if the numerical values given in Table 2 (rightmost column) of many of those parameters were to change; it is difficult to interpret their individual contribution to the good fit. We have, therefore, looked to see whether those parameter values, which are good for the psychophysics, are also ''reasonable'' in the sense that they mimic single neuron behavior as has been seen in neurophysiological experiments. Using the parameters of the bestfit model (Figure 5E and F) with its sequential coding of normalization and surround suppression, we simulated how a single ''neuron'' in the center of the display would respond to simple grating stimuli, as in experiments by, for example, Cavanaugh et al. (2002) and Sceniak et al. (1999) . This neuron had optimal orientation and spatial frequency like the stimuli in our experiments, and the simulated gratings had these optimal parameters. The responses of all neurons in the whole array of millions were calculated, and only the response of this one neuron in the ''center'' of the array was investigated. Figure 6A shows how that ''neuron'' responded to sinusoidal gratings as a function of contrast. The response curve (which is affected by four power parameters and two weights) is sigmoidal, as is typical of cortical neurons (Albrecht & Hamilton, 1982; Tolhurst, Movshon, & Thompson, 1981) . We fitted a simple Naka-Rushton (hyperbolic ratio) with different numerator and denominator powers to this curve (see inset to Figure 6A) ; the fitted powers are a little steeper than the average for single neurons (Albrecht & Hamilton, 1982) but are within the range observed; they are also a little steeper than those in Foley's (1994) and Legge and Foley's (1980) nonlinear transducers. Figure 6B and C show how the responses of this ''neuron'' depended on the radius of a disk of the grating at four different contrasts. At the lowest contrast ( Figure 6B, open circles) , the response rises to a maximum value and then plateaus at a radius consistent with the hypothesis that there is no surround suppression (form of the red curve). However, at slightly higher contrasts ( Figure 6B , filled circles), the response falls after this radius is exceeded, implying surround suppression. Figure 6C shows that, as the stimulus contrast is raised further, the amount of the suppression increases and it begins to become apparent at a smaller radius: grating summation field (GSF; Cavanaugh et al., 2002) moves to the left. Thus, the threshold contrast for suppression is higher than the general response threshold and, importantly and surprisingly, overall receptive field size seems to get smaller as contrast is raised, as is found in real neurons (Sceniak et al., 1999; Tailby, Solomon, Pierce, & Metha, 2007 ). In the model neuron, the ratio of surround radius to GSF is in the range between two and three depending on contrast, compatible with many studies of V1 neurons (Cavanaugh et al., 2002; Levitt & Lund, 2002; Sceniak et al., 1999) .
Discussion
The purpose of this study was to design computational models of how human observers discriminate the contrast of sinusoidal gratings masked by gratings of various geometries. These models (involving very many neurons) implemented known physiological mechanisms that are involved in visual processing up to primary visual cortex. Our analyses revealed that both contrast normalization and surround suppression are important: A model without surround suppression ( Figure 4C ) gave a very poor fit. One key question was the order in which the two nonlinearities (normalization and surround suppression) were applied. We compared the performance of a sequential model that applied normalization before surround suppression to that of a parallel model that applied both inhibitions simultaneously. The former (sequential) model most realistically fitted with single neuron studies of visual cortex (DeAngelis et al., 1994; DeAngelis et al., 1992; Durand et al., 2007; Henry et al., 2013; Li & Freeman, 2011; Li et al., 2006) . We found that, despite the extra and they incorporated surround suppression. (A-B) the model had fixed aspect ratio of 1.5 and used eccentricity weighting. (C-D) the aspect ratio became an extra model parameter, free to vary (it became 1.20; Table 2), and eccentricity weighting was still used. (E-F) eccentricity weighting was not applied, and aspect ratio was free to vary (it became 1.21).
parameter in the sequential model, its predictions were generally superior, giving it a higher AIC than the parallel model ( Figure 4A ). However, the fits of the two models did not differ greatly. Petrov et al. (2005) reported that they could find no evidence of masking with a surround annulus in foveal vision. On the other hand, Meese et al. (2009) did report some low levels of surround suppression at high contrast, which is consistent with our finding that there is some masking with the in-phase annulus, but only at the highest masking contrasts. This seems to conflict with our modeling, which implies that there is surround suppression in foveal vision (Figure 4) . However, when comparing data from the two annulus experiments (Figure 5 ), clear elevations of threshold were found when the mask was out of phase. Now, our models all had phase-invariant surrounds suppression mechanisms, yet the models predicted that the surrounding mask annulus would give phase variant results. This suggests that the surrounding annulus has two opposing effects:
1. A phase-specific linear summation of the test and surround gratings driven by neurons near the edges of the patch (see e.g., neuron c in Figure 1 ). This facilitates detection for in-phase stimuli, while raising thresholds for out-of-phase gratings. 2. A phase-invariant nonlinear suppression driven by neurons at the center of the patch.
A surrounding masking grating does not purely cause surround suppression at the receptive-field level. Whether an annular mask raises the threshold or not would depend upon the balance between these two effects on individual neurons and on how the many neurons are differentially distributed within and at the borders of the test grating. The interaction between two effects would be consistent with Meese et al.'s (2009) suggestion that there could be a slight facilitation in the mid region of the dipper functions. To accommodate for these two types of opposing processes, we allowed the receptive field aspect ratio to change freely in relation to suppressive surround size. In our past models , we assumed that receptive fields were elongated by a factor of 1.5 along the long axis of the sinusoid carrier stripes, based on one neurophysiological study in cat visual cortex . Foley et al. (2007) found that slightly elongated fields proved a better fit to their psychophysical results than did the usual Gabor model with a circularly symmetric Gaussian envelope, reporting elongation factors more like 1.2 than our 1.5. Because of this disagreement, we decided to set receptive field aspect ratio as an extra free parameter in the present models. When we ran variants of the sequential model and allowed the aspect ratio to change, ratios in the region of 1.20 and 1.21 (see Table  2 ), closely matching Foley et al.'s (2007) values, yielded the best fits.
We noted that there was a clear and consistent systematic error in the fit to the LL condition-that is, a large test grating masked by a large grating (blue circles)-the dipper did not go nearly deep enough and the magnitude of the difference in the unmasked thresholds between the S Gabor and the L grating was not well modeled. The only thing that distinguished the LL dippers from the others was the fact that the test stimulus was big; in the other four dippers, the test was a small diameter Gabor patch. It was possible that in the experiments where the targets were small, the discrimination task could be accomplished by focusing attention on the activity change within a small patch of neurons processing the center of the stimulus. However, in the separate experiment with a large target, one could direct attention to focus on differences in contrast over the whole larger area. Attentional demands in the two cases would therefore be different and the models should consider the responses of neurons in the center of the stimulus when the test stimuli were small Gabors, but should allow the extra contribution of neurons over the full extent of the large test stimulus. We did not explicitly model an attentional focus, but our original models included a sensitivity weighting for eccentricity in which the responses of neurons were favored in the center of the stimulus, for all stimuli including the large one. By removing this weighting, we gave more weight to the more peripheral neurons responsive to the large stimulus, an approximation to the attentional focus we needed, allowing all neurons to contribute equally. After removing eccentricity weighting, the model fits (especially the sequential model) improved considerably.
Our models contained very many neurons whose properties were governed by rather few parameters: eight to 10 freely changing in the best fits. We ended ( Figure 5E and F) with a model that described five dipper experiments well, and we are now faced with trying to understand the numerical values finally assigned to those parameters. It is not easy to see the effect of any particular value for most parameters on the eventual fit and it is not easy to see whether these values are ''reasonable.'' We approached this issue by looking within the best-fit model at the behavior of a single ''neuron,'' as if we had modeled a classical single-neuron neurophysiology experiment. The models began by trying to model some behaviors of real single neurons, and after allowing free range of the model parameters to psychophysical experiments, the result turned out to be a good replication of some other behaviors of real neurons. For instance, the combination of parameters generated a response/contrast transducer function that was sigmoidal like that of real neurons. Furthermore, like real cortical neurons, the extent of the suppressive surround was about 2-3 times the diameter of the measured summation field (the net result of linear excitation and the nonlinear surround suppression) and the central summation field got smaller as contrast rose. Neither of these was explicitly included in the model steps but both were like the behavior of real neurons. This agreement with real neurophysiology is particularly gratifying since the surround radius parameter in our model had a very small best-fit value (half the size of the linear fields, rather than twice the size!). It must be remembered that the neurophysiological estimates were based on the overall behavior of the neuron, and could not explicitly separate ''center'' from ''surround.'' The model may specify separate component mechanisms, but an experiment will tap their combination.
Most of the parameters in our models can be related back to the behavior of single V1 neurons directly or indirectly, but one parameter cannot: the Minkowski exponent. Our models generated millions of numbers representing the response magnitudes of millions of single neurons, and it was necessary to reduce these to just one decision variable in order to model a 2AFC psychophysical experiment! The decision rule that we adopted was hypothetical and has no corroboration in neurophysiology. We computed, for each neuron, the difference between the responses in the two intervals of the forced choice and then we combined the many differences with Minkowski summation. There could be other plausible combination rules, but Minkowski summation with a power of about 3-4 was very successful in a number of such V1-based studies on gratings and natural images (Foley et al., 2007; Rohaly et al., 1997; To et al., 2008 Tolhurst et al., 2010; Watson & Ahumada, 2005; Watson & Solomon, 1997) . The arithmetic of Minkowski summation (with power 3 or 4) was originally part of a specific hypothesis-that is, pooling of neuronal responses takes place by probability summation and the Minkowski exponent represents the steepness of the particular ''Quick'' formula for the psychometric function (Graham, 1977; Quick, 1974; Robson & Graham, 1981) ; using the Minkowski rule with integer power was, computationally, an extremely efficient way of performing probability summation in an era of limited computer power (e.g., it replaced multiple multiplications with much quicker additions). Whether the probability summation hypothesis was correct or not, Minkowski summation generally seemed to work pragmatically. However, in our best-fit models, the Minkowski exponent turned out to be 8-10, very different from the usual values of 3-4. This raised the possibility that another combination rule would make our present models more consistent with their precursors. All we can say with certainty is that, if no neuron changes its response during the trial, then the observer has no cue to which interval contains the target! It is still an open question how we should deal with the usual case that some neurons do change their responses.
Following the neurophysiology (e.g., DeAngelis et al., 1994; DeAngelis et al., 1992) , we have modeled the within-field normalization as nonspecific for orientation and spatial frequency, but the surround suppression as being specific for both stimulus parameters. However, the stimuli in our present experiments were narrow band, so they could not constrain this differential aspect of the models. Future experiments could make the mask stimuli differ from the tests in terms of orientation and frequency. It would also be an interesting challenge to devise a psychophysical stimulus geometry that could act as a more critical test between the parallel model (our original) and our newer sequential model, which seems more consistent with neurophysiology.
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